Desire

Examples of desire in a Sentence. These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources
to reflect current usage of the word 'desire.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of
Merriam-Webster or its editors.Definition of desire - a strong feeling of wanting to have something or wishing for
something to happen.From Middle English desiren, from Old French desirer, desirrer, from Latin desidero (to long for,
desire, feel the want of, miss, regret), apparently from de- + .desire meaning, definition, what is desire: a strong hope or
wish: Learn more.desire definition: 1. to want something, especially strongly: 2. to have a strong sexual attraction to
someone3. a strong feeling that you want something.Define desire (noun) and get synonyms. What is desire (noun)?
desire (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.A girl who has beauty in her own way She
makes the best of things. She loves making things. Sometimes negative. Very funny. Some Desire's love attention.Desire
definition, to wish or long for; crave; want. See more.Desire definition: A desire is a strong wish to do or have
something. Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Define desire. desire synonyms, desire pronunciation,
desire translation, English dictionary definition of desire. tr.v. desired, desiring, desires 1. To wish or.A young woman
arrives at her estranged sister's wedding to mend fences but falls prey to lust when she meets the groom. Watch trailers
& learn more.desire - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions.Comedy Akim Tamiroff in Desire ()
Gary Cooper and Marlene Dietrich in Desire () Marlene Dietrich in Desire () Marlene Dietrich and Gaston Glass
in.Desire is a poetic point-and-click adventure game in black and white. From a tender age, he is going to meet several
characters who will elicit in Desire intense.
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